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WHY HATFIELD NEEDS A GREENWAY PLAN?
The town of Hatfield needs a Masterplan to keep the town up to date on zoning
regulations amongst other topics. They need to preserve rural character and enhance its
economic base without overstepping private property rights. The town needs to attract
new business, provide housing opportunities for the elderly, and standards for clustered
residential development that will help preserve open space. The residents in Hatfield are
concerned with three specific areas.
1. Managing growth and economic development
2. Preserving agriculture, natural resources, open space, and historic neighborhoods—the
“rural character of Hatfield”
3. Providing infrastructure (water, sewer, schools, and roads) or determining how the
town meets its responsibilities to residents. (Sited ‘Hatfield’s Master Plan for Twenty
First Century II’)
The Hatfield Master Plan Committee used a combination of public meetings and a
survey mailed to all residents to solicit public involvement in the master planning
process. Results of these efforts were used to determine the topics of the six working
papers, essentially the backbone of Hatfield’s Master Plan. The issue of economic
development illustrates the nuances that were uncovered through the combined process.
Hatfield’s geographic location is between the Connecticut River and interstate
highway 91. The most important external force affecting Hatfield’s future land use is
regional growth pressure. The most important internal force is the inadequacy of
Hatfield’s zoning regulations. The business district in Hatfield is divided into 29 separate
land parcels or freestanding groups of parcels, which are scattered throughout the town.
The industrial districts comprise 19 distinct parcels or groups of parcels, also scattered
throughout town. Although Hatfield has significant acreage of industrial and commercial
zoned land, large amounts of this land either are already developed or are constrained
from future development due to floodplains, wetlands, river protection lands, and other
environmental constraints. Hatfield needs to manage residential development and update
their zoning regulations to protect and provide for their residents.
Most of Hatfield’s residents are employed outside of the town. The east I-91
Industrial Corridor is home to Hatfield’s largest employers including C&S Wholesale
Grocers and Brockway-Smith . Many residents perceive Hatfield as having lost farm
employment in the last 20 years. Reports from the assessor’s office show that, in the last
20 years, three of the 19 families that farm full-time in Hatfield have stopped farming.
This translates to a 15 percent drop in full-time farming. An important challenge for the
town in the future will be to secure the opportunity for viable farming in Hatfield by
ensuring that non-farm development is managed and located so as not to interfere with
standard agricultural practices. Hatfield needs to control the expansion of emerging
commercial strips, and promote limited business development as infill in the center of
town.
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History
Hatfield was first settled by the English colonists that moved up the
Connecticut River in 1660. Originally, Hatfield was apart of Hadley but in
1670 they built there own meeting house which served as its sense of
government and then they were able to separate itself. The land was
purchased from Native Americans because of its location to the Mill River
and for its vast flat open land. The location near the Mill River was
desirable because the small stream provided energy to power a Mill. The
vast open farm land allowed for rich, stone free soil, which was adequate
for agricultural needs.
The Mill River gave power to mills such as saw mill, grist mill,
linseed oil mill etc. As the town grew the need for workers increased this
allowed for immigrants to start building significant houses along Main
Street. Small farmers built more modest homes and barns throughout the
town for drying tobacco and harvesting there crop. Tobacco shops were
built as well as numerous small mills.
The mill allowed for more shops which in turn offered more jobs.
Neighborhoods became to grow as well as the introduction of rail depots
into West Hatfield and North Hatfield. Hatfield was best known for its
agriculture and industrial boom but it also had involvement in education.
Hatfield was involved in the creation of many agricultural and industrial
schools (Smith Agricultural and Industrial School) as well as one of the
premier women’s colleges in the U.S. (Smith College).
Hatfield has one property that is listed on the National Register, as
well as five National Historic Districts. There may be more historic
buildings within the district but because agricultural buildings were not
initially include in the inventory. If a building is deemed historic there are
a range of preservation goals. Many encourage regulations to altering the
building facades, exterior building materials, exterior architectural
detailing, and building mass. New construction in historic districts can be
encouraged to complement the existing character through design that is
sensitive in terms of size, style, and placement. Providing historical
preservation allows for the town to retain its small rural appearance.
As of today Hatfield has retained its small size and rural appearance.
Much of the land is dedicated to agriculture but since it has become more
mechanized there is not as much of a need for people to work in the fields.
The small factories located on the mill are now closed and replaced by
assembly and distribution centers. Since the introduction of I-91 more
people commute to neighboring towns for employment. Although Hatfield
has gone through economic and industrial changes to keep up with the
times it still retains its independency by having its own form of
government and its own school systems.
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Hatfield Town Center 1994
The town center is a historically significant component of Hatfield since
the beginnings of its time. It is areas that is unofficially bounded by a two-mile
walking route and is know as “the Square” to many of the town’s people. The
Square consists of School Street on the north. Prospect Street on the west. Maple
Street on the south and Main Street on the east. It is knowingly the institutional
and cultural center of Hatfield. It includes 222 properties including the historic
town hall, library, public schools, churches, social clubs and main recreational
facilities including the Connecticut River Dike walk. Houses built around the
town center are examples of the full range of American architectural history
because it includes a wide range of architectural styles. Many of the mature elm
trees that line the streets and the side walk date back to the mid-19th century.
The properties of interest in the town center include the town hall, Smith
academy, the town church and steeple, the library and the elementary school.

Dickinson Memorial Hall/Town Library

Center School

1st Congregational Church
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Town Hall & Smith Academy Park
The Colonial Revival style Hatfield Town Hall was completed in 1930. It sits on
.71 acres of land. The town hall is located next to the old sight of Smith Academy
that is now Smith Academy Park. Sophia Smith was the founder of Smith
Academy in 1871. Born to 22 Main Street in Hatfield in 1796. There is no record
of Sophia Smith’s early life but she is most noted for her journals that she kept for
the last nine years of her life. When the academy was taken down in 1982 the
park was establish to commemorate the Academy and provide a public park in
the center. The park is one acre and provides for a scenic attractive town center
open space.

Town Hall

Original Smith Academy

Trustees of Smith Academy Park
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Connecticut River Dike Road
The Connecticut River dike road starts at the town center, across from the
Hatfield Town hall, continues east toward the Connecticut River and then follows
the path of the River towards the south. The town does not own the property on
either side of the river but it maintains the public walk along the dike. The Dike
Road provides some of the best views of the Connecticut River. Residents use the
road for biking, walking, skiing and pure scenic enjoyment.

The dike is a unpaved scenic road that connects to the town hall and travels south
along the Connecticut River

Some of the views the dike provides are of vast open farmland, the Connecticut
River, the surrounding mountain ranges and landscapes.
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Mill Prospect Street 2002
The Hatfield Mill Area is a National Register Historic district with 207 properties
with varying architectural styles and historic purposes. Key features of this area
include Shattuck Gun and Machine Shope-Riley Grist Mill, Old Prospect Street
Bridge, D.F Riley Grist Mill Dam, Ryan Building and Community Park as well as
one of the oldest cemeteries in Hatfield. The cemetery located on Prospect Street
has one of the oldest style gravestones called tabletop gravestones. Tabletop
gravestones were only given to those of high status in the town. The Mill River
stream powered the Mill. For better head the dam was created to provide more
power for the shops. Hatfield residents value the Mill areas for its history and
scenic qualities.

Highlighted in Yellow is Prospect Street, Red The Old Mill Site, and Blue the Hill
Cemetery.

This is an aerial photo showing the scenic Old Mill/Mill River landscape.
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Old Mill Site
The Old Mill Site includes 48 & 50 Prospect Street. Around 1881, Hatfield’s
creation of the mill provided large amount of jobs that allowed for Hatfield to
grow and prosper. The mill had numerous occupants, which included a sawmill,
wood working shop, a button shop, a gun factory, a spark plug factory and a large
machine shop. Today the old Mill is occupied by a bed and breakfast, which is
not open to the public except for banquets. The Old Mill site also includes the
Old Prospect Street Bridge constructed in 1891 and stretches across the Mill River
between the Old Mill and the Machine Shop. The bridge was taken down in 1979
but the iron truss is still intact. The Old Mill site provides historic and scenic
qualities that the town holds dearly.

The Old Mill was one of the first constructed mills in the area that changed its uses
throughout the time. It now stands as a bed and breakfast.

This photo shows the dam that was created to power the mill as well as the foot bridge
that crosses over the Mill River.

The footbridge crossing the Mill River is now closed but is structurally sound enough for
foot traffic.
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North Hatfield 1997
The introduction of the railroad depot in 1846 brought a large amount of
immigrants to the Hatfield area. The immigrants became the new farmers of the
area and worked for cheap pay. They found themselves settling in the area of
Hatfield. One of the main rail depots in town was located in North Hatfield. Of
the two rail lines one is operational today. The rail line follows the contours of
the hillside of west Hatfield. Prior to the rail the Connecticut River was the main
source of transportation, then the rails came about and was a new form of
transportation and it finally ended with the construction of I-91, which bisects
Hatfield in half just as the rails did in the colonists days. North Hatfield is
historically significant as a rail depot, commercial hub of the town as well as the
interesting architecture and sights.

One of the rail lines located in N. Hatfield as well as the historic Hatfield Beef
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Elm Street Historic District 2000
The introduction of the railroad depot in 1846 brought a large amount of
immigrants to the Hatfield area. The immigrants became the new farmers of the
area and worked for cheap pay. They found themselves settling in the area of
Hatfield. One of the main rail depots in town was located on Elm Street. Of the
two rail lines one is operational today. The rail line follows the contours of the
hillside of west Hatfield. Prior to the rail the Connecticut River was the main
source of transportation, then the rails came about and was a new form of
transportation and it finally ended with the construction of I-91, which bisects
Hatfield in half just as the rails did in the colonists days. Elm Street is historically
significant as a rail depot, commercial hub of the town as well as the interesting
architecture and sights.

The hill cemetery is one of the oldest cemeteries in Hatfield which has the
Historic table top gravestones

One of the oldest houses in Hatfield is located on Elm Street, which was
constructed in the 1700’s
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Bradstreet Historic District 1997
Bradstreet Historic District is most known for its agricultural uses. Being located near
the Connecticut River Oxbow it allows for the most fertile land in Hatfield. Bradstreet is
home to one of the oldest farms in Hatfield, Belden Farms. Established in the 1850’s,
when onions became an important crop storage warehouses were built. As well as being
used for agricultural purposes Belden Farms was home to many cattle and dairy. Belden
farms were a large piece to the puzzle of Hatfield’s existence it put Hatfield on the map
for its beef industry and allowed for the shipment of cattle and dairy through the rails.
The reputation of Hatfield beef was sufficient to cause General Washington to station an
officer in Hubbard’s Tavern to purchase meat for the troops in the Continental Army.

Due to the Connecticut River oxbow some of the most desirable farmland is located is the
Bradstreet historic district
Cooley Dickinson & Sophia Smith
Cooley Dickinson was born to Hatfield November 25, 1804. He farmed the vast
open land of the Bradstreet district and donated his fortune back into Hatfield. He
donated approximately $97,000 of his wealth to found the Dickinson Hospital in
Northampton in the interests of the towns of Northampton, Hatfield and Whatley.
Sophia Smith was born in Hatfield to a wealthy family on 22 Main Street. By the
age of 40 she became deaf and by 1861 her siblings passed away and she was left with the
family wealth. In the final 10 years of her life she was most notable for her journal
entries about her life. She decided to found the Smith Academy School, which was
located in the town center. Now the school was rebuilt on School Street and her spirit
lives on thru the creation of Smith College in Northampton.

Sophia Smith’s house is still standing at 22 Main Street
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Hatfield Massachusetts has a historically rich background that dates back to the
early settlement days of the 1600’s. At the early stages of its existence the town was
primarily and agricultural community and as years went on it continued to grow into an
industrial community with the creation of the mills along the Mill River. The history
shows the growth through the eras in areas of agriculture, cattle, and industrial. To this
day Hatfield still sticks to its roots and is predominately an agricultural town while
maintaining the historical districts that were first created with its settlement; the areas of
Elm Street, Mill Prospect Street, Brad Street, North Hatfield, and the Town Center.
Major threats to the historic resources of Hatfield are lack of maintenance and
protection. Although the sites are listed under the National Historic Districts several of
the areas lack funds to restore and preserve its significance. As of right now there is
minor signage located on the historic districts but there is lack of information showing
why it’s of historical significance. Providing additional signage at significant parcels
would be a way to increase awareness and possibly grow funds for better upkeep and
preservation.
The existence of the historical districts and significant structures in the area
allows for a potentially strong historically circulated greenway. Providing a historical
greenway would allow more awareness to the area and potentially provide more need for
upkeep with the structures and the landscape around them. With the creation of a strong
historical greenway it would accommodate Hatfield with the attention that it deserves
because of its rich and vibrant background.
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Hatfield Regional Context
The town of Hatfield is located in western Massachusetts adjacent to part of the
Connecticut River. It is about 10 miles west of Amherst and 100 miles west of Boston. Its
population is currently around 3247 and has always been a small town since its
foundation in 1660. This town rivals the age of Boston and was founded as an
agricultural town. Because of topography, good soil and close proximity to the
Connecticut River farming was highly successful and remains one of the best agriculture
sites in the region. The most influential towns near Hatfield are Northampton to the south
and Hadley and Amherst to the east. Amherst and Northampton both have lively
downtowns and Hadley has the closest shopping center. The major corridors near
Hatfield are I91, route 5, route 9 and the Mass Pike. I91 runs directly through the center
of Hatfield providing easy access for travel to Northampton, Springfield, Route 9 and the
Mass Pike. This proximity to major corridors is an attractive feature for new residents
and new commercial businesses. Currently the town is planning on expanding its
downtown area with more commercial and recreational amenities in conjunction with a
greenway plan connecting the town to Northampton.
Population and Demographics
Hatfield has a population of 3247 according to the 2009 census and this
population size has increased 2.4% over the past two decades. The largest nearby towns
are Northampton and Amherst with populations of 28,528 and 36,247 respectively
according to the 2009 census. Springfield the closest city, just 25 miles south of Hatfield
has a population of 155,580. Hatfield is predominantly white with 98% of the population
white and only 2% made up of Hispanic, black and Asian. The median income for
residents is $49,835 and the majority of residents work outside the town. Only 15.3% of
residents actually work within the town borders, with the majority of work in the services
field. Majority of the residents in town live close to the downtown area along Elm Street,
King, School and Main Street with much fewer living in west Hatfield.
Land Use
The town of Hatfield is 16.8 square miles with large amounts of open or
undeveloped land. Roughly a third of town land is used for agricultural predominately
along the Connecticut River on the eastern border of town. Half the land in town is
undeveloped and is located in the central and western part of town. Western and central
parts of town are heavily forested and have some areas with steep terrain unsuitable for
development. Residential areas are primarily focused around Main Street and the original
center of town in the eastern part of town. Commercial areas are more focused around
route 5 and I91 along with industrial sites. I91 however separates the town in half and
makes it very hard for residents to walk or ride to the center. Part of the new greenway
plan should focus on providing alternative means of transportation that connect the two
halves of the town together.
Watersheds
There are two major watersheds that pass through Hatfield, The Connecticut
River and the Mill River. The Connecticut River makes up the entire eastern edge of the
town and is responsible for the rich agriculture that has taken place there for the past four
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centuries. The Mill River flows north to south along the center of town and eventually
meets the Connecticut River. Along the way however I91 crosses the river which may
cause some environmental problems. For the most part there are buffer zones in place
around the watersheds but the buffer around the Connecticut River can be improved.
After many years of farming the buffer has been reduced and should be increased. There
only a few official access points to the Connecticut River one the town boat ramp and
Bashin Beach in north Hatfield.
Economic Development
The town is currently looking into expanding their downtown area with a
more diverse and affordable housing and an increase in commercial businesses. The
Town center is defined by a two mile radius from Main Street which encompasses both
residential areas, Commercial and institutional. The town of Hatfield and the PVPC are
working together to create a revitalization plan for the town center. Their main focus of
revitalization is on 8 areas in the town center area.
1. Hatfield Mill Area
2. Town Hall & Town Barn Buildings
3. Former School Street School
4. Former Center Street School & Grounds
5. Trustees of Smith Academy Park
6. Connecticut River Dike Road
7. Hatfield Elementary School Grounds
8. Parcel adjacent to Hatfield Elementary and Town Cemetery
They are planning to improve connections between these areas through a better
series of sidewalks for pedestrians to increase safety in town. A new design for Smith
Academy Park is needed and the town hopes this park will become a town green. The
Mill Bridge will be reopened just for pedestrian use and the Dike road will see more
maintenance. In the overall area the town hopes to see more restaurants and businesses
opened in the future. These improvements will help create a livelier town center and a
better pedestrian experience. Also with an increase in town projects and new businesses
more town residents could find work within the town border improving town’s economy.
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Water Sheds In Hatfield
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Open Space and Recreation Assessment
Currently Hatfield is made up of urban, rural, rivers, streams, wetlands, farmland,
and forested lands which provide the community with rich scenic views and many
historical sites. These unique characteristics help form the distinctive charter we see in
Hatfield today. It is important to the community that these characteristics always be
protected to preserve Hatfield identity. Hatfield’s large quantity of its rural landscapes
provides the community with lots of opportunity for passive recreation. However as
important as it is to preserve the town’s character, it is equally important to designate
space for formal parks and playgrounds for the residents of the community which it is
currently lacking. The main objective for Hatfield is to implement a greenway plan which
will not degrade the community’s character and will strengthen it as a whole by
increasing the total amount of recreational space for its residents while also creating a
healthier environment for its wildlife.
Currently Hatfield is struggling to provide the town with formal recreational areas
due to its large quantity of rural landscapes. However it does provide a wide array of
informal rural recreational opportunities. Hatfield has a large amount of open spaces and
woodlands, rich wetlands and floodplains, open meadows and agricultural fields that
provide the community with opportunities for passive recreation, scenic views and great
opportunities to create more connections between its recreational and open spaces to its
urban areas. The majority of the community’s recreational land surrounds Smith
Academy and Breor School and is mainly set up for athletic activities. To the northeast is
Bashan beach which is ideal for swimming and boating. Currently the town is lacking in
playgrounds and doesn’t have a town common but with improvements to the town park it
could have one. Public access to the dike along the Connecticut River is important, it
provides a link in an informal “circuit hike” through the town center for many residents.
The dike also has great potential for linking up to other bike paths and walking trails that
are in other communities as it follows alongside the river Some residents have indicated
an interest in a hiking/biking trail connecting Hatfield to Northampton, perhaps linking to
the Norwottuck Trail in the future.
Trails alongside rivers are a great and ecologically friendly way to increase
connections at a local and regional scale while also increasing the amount of formal
recreation such as canoeing. Trails along river corridors are often rich in scenic views and
run into other rivers and streams which offer endless amounts of opportunities for river
corridor trails. Incorporating these rivers and paths into a greenway plan will also help to
protect their surrounding wildlife and habitats. Currently Hatfield and its residence have
already taken steps to protect these open spaces and recreation spaces implementing
programs such as The Forest Legacy program, Agricultural land preservation program, a
Floodplain Overlay District zoning bylaw, and a Wetlands Protection Act.
Hatfield currently has a few different areas of land which have informal trails that
explore the town’s scenic landscape and wildlife. Many of these trails can be found in the
northeast of town which move through land that is protected under chapter 61 B. Many
trails can also be found all long the Mill River which is only for seasonal use. Another
major trail in the town runs along the Connecticut River on top of the Dike. This trail has
a lot of potential to connect into Northampton’s trail system. One major characteristic of
the town’s trails is that they are informal and therefore are at risk at any time to major
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changes. Incorporating these trails into a greenway will form a network of trails that work
together and will be protected. Also the connection of these trails will allow for different
modes of transportation, connect to more major destinations and become more users
friendly.
When designing networks of trails it is important to take many things into
considerations such as topography, seasonal wetlands, and rivers. Hatfield has many
different areas which become wet at different times of the years do to the rivers that run
through. Mill River presents design challenges such as how and where to most effectively
cross it. The Mill River also floods so these flood plains need to be examined closely as
does the Connecticut River. The majority of Hatfield’s landscape is fairly flat but to the
northwest the land becomes very steep in spots. These steep areas will also present design
challenges potentially preventing paths from moving through certain areas.
The Hatfield, Ma Open Space and Recreation Plan has pointed out multiple
existing recreation points in the town. These points are very important to look at when
creating a greenway inorder to make appropriate connections to them and embrace them
to their fullest potential. These key places include the Connecticut River Public Boat
Ramp, Hatfield Connecticut River Water Front, Trustee of Smith Academy Land, The 43
Lions Club Pavilion, Smith Academy Fields, The Old Center School Grounds, Bashin
Beach, and the Dare Youth Center.
The Connecticut River Public Boat Ramp is currently owned by The
Commonwealth of Massachusetts near Kellogg Hill Road. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts also owns 5.7 acres of land which surrounds the boat ramp. This large
space has the potential for picnic areas, recreational space or for recreational facilities.
Another access point to the Connecticut River is the Hatfield Connecticut River Water
Front, a 1.8-acre parcel owned by the Town. Currently the land is underutilized however
it has strong potential for the community to be another space for a recreational space, or a
family oriented space. In the center of Hatfield on the corner of School Street and Main
Street, the Trustees of Smith Academy own an acre of land which is used as a small
Town Park. Currently this land is well maintained but it lacks amenities. The 43 Lions
Club Pavilion is an outdoor covered pavilion on the grounds of the Hatfield Elementary
School which serves various private and community groups. The Town's public High
School, Smith Academy, offer the opportunity for field recreational sports. There are 2
baseball diamonds, 2 softball fields, 1 soccer field, and 1 outdoor basketball court.
Currently these fields are maintained and managed by the school and used most by
students. However other groups also may use the space with permission granted by the
school committee. In the center of Hatfield is a 6 acre plot of land which is owned and
managed by the Town. Currently it consists of a baseball field, softball field, and a field
hockey field. This large space also connects with the dike and thus is contiguous with the
river. The connection between the center of the town and the dike is underutilized but has
great potential for passive recreation and creates a strong connection from the center of
Hatfield to the river. Bashin Beach is owned by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as
part of the Connecticut River Greenway, this beach and swimming area have few
amenities but it is an important recreational facility in Hatfield. Currently the land is not
being maintained and lacks sanitary facilities. Unfortunately because of this the land is
greatly underutilized but has potential for the Hatfield Community. The 44 DARE Youth
Center provides many activities for the youth of Hatfield that are not available elsewhere
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in Town, including a pool table, arcade machines, a jukebox, computers, a TV, bingo,
and candy/soda machines. Outside activities adjacent to the building include a basketball
court, and in the past an ice skating rink.
The Hatfield, Ma Open Space and Recreation Plan has also pointed out multiple
existing open spaces in the town. These open spaces are crucial to Hatfield’s wildlife and
including them in a greenway plan will further their protection and strengthen the town’s
unique rural character. These open spaces include the Town Reservoir Conservation area,
Chapter 61 Program Areas, Forest Legacy Program areas, The Cahillane Conservation,
and other protected land.
Town reservoir Conservation Area in northwest Hatfield off of Mountain, Rocks,
and Reservoir Roads the Town of Hatfield and the Water Department own approximately
529 acres on which is located the Town reservoir. The adjacent land is zoned agricultural/
residential with dirt roads which are ideal for passive recreation. Chapter 61 Program
Area include a considerable amount of land in Hatfield (total 2,809.34 acres) on which
private owners have chosen to avail themselves of the tax savings inherent in the Chapter
61 Programs in exchange for agreeing to keep their land for agricultural, managed forest,
or recreational purposes for varying periods of time. The greatest volume of this land is
primarily east of I 91. The Forest Legacy Program land is in the western part of Town
one privately owned 71.06-acre parcel is permanently protected under the program. The
Cahillane Conservation Area is a small, 2.8-acre parcel on the banks of the Connecticut
River in the southern tip of Hatfield. It is protected in and owned by Valley Land Fund.
Other protected lands in Hatfield include private properties under State programs, such as
the Agricultural Preservation Restriction (APR) Program, or private conservation
restrictions. Currently there are only two APR properties, which are owned by two farm
families totaling 258.91 acres.
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Natural Resources Evaluation
Natural Resources have been an important aspect of Hatfield life because many
people in the town live here to make their living off the land or purely just for enjoyment
of the outdoors. The natural features assessment will go over topography, soils,
hydrology, vegetation, and natural habitats. Once these are evaluated they will go into
consideration on how to properly introduce a green way plan to the town.
The town of Hatfield has various types of natural resources. Such resources are
brooks, streams, Connecticut River, riverfront areas, 100-year floodplain, wetlands,
grasslands and open fields, wooded area, and habitat species. The town has 3 major water
sources of drinking water, but uses one significantly more called the Running Gutter
Brook Reservoir. Habitat and Wildlife in Hatfield has been a strong feature to the town
and they believe there “landscape has been, and will continue to be, a home for animals
as well as people.” The habitat and wild life has been rich in this time from not only the
over all support from the town, but also from there rich streams, grass lands, open fields,
and forest. The type of farming produced in this area nursery’s that have greenhouse
crops, vegetables, diary products, and tobacco worth over $105 million on some of the
richest and most productive soils in the region. Since the beginning the town has pride
itself on being a strong rich soiled farm town.
Geology and Topography: See Topography Map
The soils that are under Hatfield are made up of mostly till or bedrock west of I-91. To
the east there is sand and gravel deposits. Many of these areas that have this specific soil
types, particularly in the Connecticut River flood plain are prime farmlands.
Souls: See Topography Map
The 100-year floodplain is defined as an area with a 1 percent chance of flooding in a
given year. The floodplain serves as a critical habitat for many plant and animal species
and provides some of the richest agricultural soils in the Pioneer Valley.
Source: Hatfield Master Plan
Hydrology: See hydrology Map
“In Hatfield there is roughly thirty-five linear miles of river and stream channels cross the
landscape, including seven and a half miles of New England’s prized Connecticut River.
The Connecticut River forms all of the eastern and much of the southern boundary of the
town and has influenced everything from settlement patterns to agricultural
productivity”(Hatfield Open Space Plan). The town has 3 major water sources of
drinking water, but uses one significantly more called the Running Gutter Brook
Reservoir. This natural resource supplies home and business affordable drinking water,
but with newcomers to the town there is an increasing demand for more water resources.
All the water from rainfall is naturally handled by letting the surface water in works its
way to the rivers and streams supplying Hatfield with rich habitat life and great soil.
Allowing for natural drainage has kept the town in the right direction. Wetlands play a
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major roll in supplying the town with healthy habitat because it makes up 22% of its land.
These wetlands hold areas’ have frogs, fish, freshwater clams and mussels, beaver,
muskrats, great blue herons, waterfowl, and bitterns. To help protect these wetlands,
streams, and rivers the town has a 200- foot buffer zone to keep them intact. The three
major sub-watersheds in the town are identified in the 1989 Hatfield Open Space Plan.
These include:
Running Gutter Brook: (west and south Hatfield)
“This sub-watershed has its genesis in the upper reaches of West Hatfield along
Mountain Road and includes the Hatfield Town Reservoir. The brook is also fed by
inputs from Whately and Northampton. Two minor watershed areas in West Hatfield
drain into Northampton, one of which includes Mountain Reservoir. About one-third of
this 35-acre reservoir is in Hatfield’s far northwestern corner.”
Mill River (central Hatfield)
“This watershed is drained by the Mill River, a tributary of the Connecticut River that has
its headwaters in the town of Conway. Running Gutter Brook joins this river just east of
I-91 in south central Hatfield. Rich wildlife habitats are formed in the broad marshes
resulting from the historic damming of the Mill River at Prospect Street.”
Broad Brook (Northampton border)
“This stream feeds into Running Gutter Brook from Northampton.”
Old Connecticut Oxbow (northeastern Hatfield)
“This area drains the remnants of an old Connecticut River meander—once an “oxbow
lake”—including Great Pond and Cow Bridge Brook. The area is now a significant
wildlife habitat area as well as a flood storage area for the Connecticut River.”
100- Floodplains
“The 100-year floodplain is defined as an area with a 1 percent chance of flooding in a
given year. The floodplain serves as a critical habitat for many plant and animal species
and provides some of the richest agricultural soils in the Pioneer Valley. Hatfield has not
experienced substantial development of its floodplain areas yet, but these lands could be
threatened in the future due to weak zoning restrictions. Areas in the 100-year flood zone
in Hatfield are primarily those lands adjacent to the Connecticut River in the eastern part
of the town and along the Mill River in central Hatfield. A portion of the floodplain
extends northward along a portion of Running Gutter Brook into West Hatfield, as well.
Much of this flood area is currently in agricultural production. Protective regulations and
disincentives that limit development in the floodplain exist at several levels.”
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Vegetation: See Vegetation Map
Hatfield is home to 135 different types of plant species that are supportive to wildlife and
the commercial industry. The crucial woodlands supportive to the commercial industry
hold white pine and red oak species that have high value.
Having such a strong resource brings great benefits to the town and the wild life.
Natural Habitats: See Protected Area’s Map
Habitat and Wildlife in Hatfield has been a strong feature to the town and they believe
there “landscape has been, and will continue to be, a home for animals as well as people.”
Some areas that have strong habitat life are in grassland fields east of 1-91 that hold
birds, sparrows, and mammals. The forest in Hatfield that lie west of 1-91 is filled with
bears, coyotes, deer, grouse, woodpeckers, squirrels, porcupines, and deep wood
songbirds.
Overall Evaluation:
From the evaluation of the town there are a few key points that need to be addressed for
the town to be heading in the right direction. Farmland, soils, and wild life are a key
aspect of Hatfield. Over the past decade Hatfield’s rural landscape is being threatened.
The farmland is starting to suffer because there is no protection against development, new
residence moving into town and not being familiar with the right to farm life, and the lack
of visibility to the farm lands. This problem needs to be solved by capitalizing on using
all the tools available to stop the decline of their rich soiled lands.
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Mill and Connecticut River Watershed
The town of Hatfield has two rivers running through it which are the Mill
River, and Connecticut. The town has 35 miles of streams and rivers running
through-out its property boundaries. The Connecticut River forms an eastern
and southern boundary of the town with 7.5 miles of the Connecticut River
running through Hatfield. The river provides 450 acres of open water to the
town. “The Connecticut River is one of the largest and longest rivers in the
Northeast and has influenced everything from settlement patterns to agricultural
productivity. Hatfield has some of the best farming soil, and is a prominent
agricultural town in which the rivers influence this (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).”
(SEE WETLANDS AND FLOOD PLAINS MAP)
CONNECTICUT RIVER
The Connecticut River has been upgraded to a class B river due to the
construction of the wastewater treatment plant. Now that the Connecticut is a
Class B river it has been upgraded to a fishable and swimmable river. There are
opportunities for recreational boating and wildlife propagation. The river
supports over 30 species of fish including shad, walleye, northern pike, and
catfish. This section of the river is a part of the federally funded and not very
successful Atlantic Salmon Restoration. “Other wildlife supported by the river
includes ospreys, river otters, and herons (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).” Adjacent to
the river in the Indian Hollow section also known as the dike offers 2 miles for
hiking, hunting, and cross country skiing. It is illegal to discharge a firearm with
100’ of a residence in this area.
The river has a few access points scattered throughout the town. Access to
the dike can be gained from Valley Street, South Street, Bridge Road, and the
path directly across the street from Memorial Town Hall on Main Street. Access
to the river is possible from Old Farms Road, Upper Farms Road, Bashin Road,
the state boat ramp, the dike which is known as the Indian Hollow boat ramp
near Kellogg Road. Boat access is limited to the state boat ramp, while small
canoes can be entered at the Indian Hollow Site. (SEE CT. RIVER ACCESS MAP)
The most popular areas for swimming are along Bashin Road, Indian Hollow,
and the confluence of the Mill and Connecticut. While not located in Hatfield
Canary Island located near the Northampton border offers the potential for
limited access picnicking or boat camping. Land use patterns in Hatfield along
the Connecticut River show that most of the acreage within 2,000 feet of the
riverbank is in agricultural use (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).” Several points along
the river forestland provide a vegetated buffer to human activities although much
of this forest area is quite narrow less than 200 feet deep. The town center runs
parallel to the river for about 2 miles and comes within 800 feet of the bank for
much of this stretch. Most of the riverbank remains unprotected from
development which is a problem. The town plans on updating their zoning laws,
and dealing with such a problem like developing along such an important river
corridor. (SEE LANDUSE NEXT TO RIVER MAP)
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MILL RIVER
The Mill River is home to an abundance of wildlife species and provides
Hatfield residents some drier areas to walk along in the warmer months. The
Mill River runs parallel to Route 9 in the Northern portion of the town, but then
flows in a southeasterly path to meet up with the Connecticut River. The Mill
River is about seven miles long and forms a natural green belt through the town.
The River has variable depth and width, containing dual channels, islands, and
peninsulas (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).” The river is overhung with trees, and
lined with native shrubs. “The wilderness surrounding the river is great for
recreationalists, naturalists, hunters and fishermen. The wildlife supported by
the Mill River includes several species of ducks, songbirds, trout, pickerel, and
perch (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).”
“Smith College, the University of Massachusetts, and Cornell University
have been doing increasing amounts of research over the past years on the Mill
River. It has become known as one of the most biologically diverse river systems
in Massachusetts, supporting four of the state’s seven listed species of freshwater
mussels (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).” This includes the federally endangered
Dwarf Wedgemussel. There are additional animals known to inhabit this river
corridor including the Wood turtle, River Otter which live along the brook, and
the favorable water quality supports brook trout. The access points to the Mill
River are located on Plain Road, Chestnut Street, Bridge Street, off Elm Street,
and off Farm Street. These access points can be used for fishing and other
activities. The Hatfield Dam is on Prospect Street. The dam is close to the mouth
of the Mill River at its junction with Connecticut River. “The dam is 150 feet
long, 15 feet high and three hundred years old. The dam was built on a 7 foot
high sandstone outcrop (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).” The dam is the only one on
the Mill River and blocks the movement of fish and other aquatic organisms
between the Connecticut River and the upper watershed.
AREAS SURROUNDING THE RIVERS
(SEE FOREST MAP FOR CONNECTICUT RIVER)
“The forested areas surrounding the water sources in Hatfield are just as
important to the rivers and streams as they are to the people. Without forested
areas floodwaters from heavy storms would run off more rapidly, raising flood
waters and assuring more property and crop damage (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).”
The extensive forestland in the hills along the river corridor provides vital
resources for wildlife, and provides great hiking trails for visitors and residents of
the town. The forestland provides nesting areas for indigenous birds such as
osprey, duck and heron. The wetlands and riparian corridors with vegetated
cover are important to provide shelter for various species. It provides protected
corridors for movement between and among adjacent habitats. The town must
work to stop any deforestation within the water supply recharge area because it
could result in pollution of the supply from oil, fertilizers, and other chemicals
that could rapidly wash off developed areas to the surface waters. The areas
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along the Mill River should be treated with extreme caution when developing
land.
WILDLIFE IN HATFIELD
(SEE HABITAT AND ENDANGERED SPECIES MAP)
Fish species in Hatfield range from warm water species like bass, pickerel,
catfish, sunfish, and walleye to cold water species such as brook, rainbow and
brown trout. The Massachusetts Department of Fisheries and Wildlife and the
Hatfield Fish and Game Club annually stock trout in the Mill River and place a
large population of ring-necked pheasants in eastern Hatfield. “The
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife’s Natural Heritage and
Endangered Species Program estimated that approximately 500 acres of Hatfield
are priority sites for rare and endangered species (Hatfield Final OSRP 08).”
Most of the currently known rare animal species in Hatfield are associated with
wetlands. One species that is on the endangered list is Marbled Salamanders.
“The salamanders breed in vernal pools in the fall and spend most of their time in
surrounding upland forests under the leaves. Preventing the extinction of these
and other species is critical in maintaining biodiversity in the Pioneer Valley
(Hatfield Final OSRP 08).” The Mill River in Particular provides exceptional
habitat and needs to be maintained in the good condition it is currently in.
Hatfield having four of the states seven freshwater species of mussels makes it a
hotspot for aquatic diversity. Preserving the Mill River and its assets should be a
priority to the town.
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Team SLA Greenway Plan
After our visit to Hatfield MA and reviewing the comprehensive plan put together by the
town we were able to get an understanding of what was needed and implemented it into our
master plan. Some of the goals were to provide safe pedestrian roots throughout the town,
preserve the natural landscape Hatfield already has to offer, Create internal connections, provide
bike and walking trails to historical destinations and points of interests and connect a stronger
access to boat ramps. After looking through the Town Center Plan we chose more areas to focus
on and research more extensively. Our areas of interest were Smith Academy Park, Center
School, the Old Mill Area and the Way Bike System.

We took a look at the existing sidewalks of the town and decided to add sidewalks to
high residential areas and areas we deemed as high traffic such as areas like Main Street and
Prospect Street. The existing sidewalks are highlighted in dark purple and the proposed
sidewalks are light purple.
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Ways in which we decided to preserve the natural landscape of Hatfield was by
preserving the existing trails in the North West. Also, implementing a greenway into Hatfield
will further protect Hatfield’s rural landscape. By labeling the historic places and landmarks in
Hatfield we point out the significant areas and draw more attention to those sites. Using bike
paths and pedestrian trails we made connections to these key destinations and districts through a
system of loops to utilize them to there full potential. Our big idea was to create better awareness
of historic areas, scenic areas and promote more town activities.
The Way Bike Path is the main spine to our system of paths and it takes you through the
historic districts. We provide capillary footpaths that allow you to expand and explore the rest of
what Hatfield has to offer. The Way acts as a main connection in and out of the town through
other means of transportation.
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Smith Academy Park
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“Community Vision: An inviting and accessible park capable of hosting small town
events.”
Smith Academy Park is located next to Town Hall and was the previous resting
place of Smith Academy. The park was created as a memorial commemorating the
Academy. Its approximately one acre located in the town center. It’s a low-intensity
park with no amenities outside of benches. The town would like to see improvements to
this park by creating “attractive open area in the Town center that can serve a multi-use
purpose as a place for special events, concerts, official ceremonies, and for gathering by
residents and visitors.”
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The new vision for Smith Academy is to provide an open design that would allow for
many different uses for the town. The new vision will have a large open Town Green
space, an Orchard Glade, an entertainment area, a performance deck, and a space for
memorials. All the spaces will be focused on the performance deck and will allow views
around the entire site as well as provide a secondary entrance from the parking lot to the
town hall.
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This is an areil photo showing the system of the design as well as the circulation around
the site. The large open space at the bottom is the town green, the orchard glade is to the
top left and the performance area to the top right.

One of the entrances to the new Smith Academy Park showing the path system which is
buffered by shrub massing and the Town Green which is framed in by granite steps to
allow seating along the edges of the space. The Town Green is a multi functional space
that can allow for large gatherings for events, farmers markets, ice skating during the
winter and many other uses.
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The orchard glade is a prospect space over looking the performance area. It’s a space
that is planted with trees in an orchard fashion to allow spaces for people to sit and relax
under the shelter provided by the trees. It’s a space that can be used to relax and take an
afternoon nap or eat a picnic with your significant other.

From the Orchard Glade you can view the performance deck as well as the eating area.
People from around the town or workers in the town hall can enjoy there lunch outside
and enjoy the weather. The performance deck allows for events like band concerts as
well as community gatherings.
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The views off of the performance deck showcase the vast open design which allows
views around the site.

Some of the sites amenities include benches, which are framed in by shrub massing
providing a comfortable space to rest.
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Section A- A’ is cut through Town Hall, Performance area, Paths, and Town Green up to
School Street
Section B- B’ is cut through Main Street, Paths, the Orchard Glade, Seating Area and the
Performance Deck.
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Center School
After completing the process of evaluating Hatfield, I was then able to tackle a
smaller portion of the land use in Hatfield. The area I chose is behind a vacant building
that once served as a public school. The existing land has a little league baseball field
and a soccer field and the rest is open space. There is a path that runs along the open
space that connects to the dike that runs a long the Connecticut River. The open space is
defined by the Connecticut River in the back, residential homes on the left and right and
the vacant building and its parking lot in the front. After realizing its boundaries I started
to explore new concepts for the site: Such as creating a stronger and more exciting
connection to the existing path leading to the dike, utilize the land in a more appropriate
manner by supply reaction activities as well as other services, giving privacy to the
surround residential homes while keeping the simplicity of the design united to the town.
My proposed design: The vacant building that was once a public school will be
turned into a community center. As you walk into the back the parking lot that once held
only 15 spots will hold 29 spots servicing the proposed soccer, little league baseball, and
tennis courts. To the left of the parking lot will have two full sized tennis courts. The
tennis courts will have a full path system that runs along side providing benching and
water fountains for the public. Trees and landform will help buffer the tennis courts from
the open space. The path system will be made of loose gravel to provide better drainage
near the Connecticut River. The path that runs the whole length of the design is a raised
path system that has an allay of trees rung along side. The tree’s stop and open up in
some locations along the path forcing your view out into the soccer field and baseball
field. Near the parking lot and tennis courts will be an area where people can come to
relax and little kids can play. Little mounds that differ in size and shape and will create a
place of fun and enjoyment for younger kids define the area. The trees like the landform
will stagger around the area creating edges in the space while also providing shade for
people who choose to relax inside the space. The over all goal of the design is to
accomplish a place for people and Hatfield to come and enjoy recreation.
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Revised Center Shool Master Plan
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A perspective looking from the 3rd base of the Little League Baseball Field. This is
trying to show the landform being used as a seating area to over look the fields.
The idea behind this is to provide an area of rest for the games as well as people
walking behind along the Dike.

A perspective looking down the path that leads to the Dike along the Connecticut
River. The Raised walk allows you to walk in the canopies of the trees.
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A perspective looking at the play area/ place to rest. Here you can see the
difference in landform shape and size and the different arrangement of trees.

The area outside the tennis courts where public benches, water fountains, and the
paths that lead to the fields and dike walk are located.
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Cross Section 1 is showing the use of landform and its relationship to the Dike
walk and the Connecticut River on the right.
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Cross Section 2 is showing the use of buffer by using trees and landform to buffer
the spaces.
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Cross Section 3 showing the relationship to the tennis courts and the soccer field.
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Hatfield Elementary
•

WHAT THE HATFIELD RESIDENTS WOULD LIKE TO SEE AT
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
A LARGE OPEN PARK WITH THE CAPACITY TO HOST LARGE TOWN
EVENTS

•

CURRENTLY THERE ARE 2 SOCCERFIELDS, 2 BALL FIELDS, AND 2
PLAYGROUNDS BEHIND THE SCHOOL.

•

CREATE A MEMORIAL GARDEN FOR BREOR ELEMENTARY

•

OPEN SPACE QUAD

•

EXISTING PARK WITH TREES, BENCHES, FLOWERS, PARK.

•

WINTER SKATING RINK

•

CEMETARY PARCEL AN AREA FOR ACTIVE LEISURE OR ACTIVITIES,
SUCH AS ICE SKATING OR COMMUNITY GARDENS.
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The Hatfield Elementary school has two parcels of land that the town looked at in
the Master Plan, the open parcel in front of the school, and the parcel that is on the left
side of the cemetery in the aerial photo. After I reviewed what the town would like to see
in these two areas I came up with a concept for this space. My concept is to tie together
the New England Vernacular of the agricultural town of Hatfield introducing New
England Style dry laid stone walls in the space in front of the school tied together by an
Orchard. My concept for the cemetery parcel is to provide a place for learning about
agriculture in the community gardens, and provide two spots for recreational activities.
The front space consists of three gathering spaces the one closest to the school is
for the teachers to use as an outdoor classroom. The middle is a space with seating walls,
in the middle is a raised platform that a memorial or statue can sit upon. The final space
is for the library as an outdoor reading area, all three of these spaces are tied together
with a single path and an orchard of trees supporting the edges of the space and
introducing more elements of the New England vernacular.
The cemetery space has a basketball court that can be used for summer league
games, practice, or just pick up. At the town meeting it was brought to our attention that
the town lacks a good basketball court. The community gardens are great for education
and teaching kids the history of the town. The green space behind the community garden
is a practice field. The emergency exit for fire trucks is the existing asphalt path leading
to Main Street in the front of the school, it has just been widened. The silver path to the
right of the community garden leads to the Smith academy school, and the mill river
nature walk.
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Counsel ring
The counsel ring is used as a gathering space with a seating wall inspired by New
England Style dry laid stone walls. The space has close proximity to the school and is
defined by landform and trees.

Sculpture Gathering Space
This space is a focal point that a statue or memorial piece can be installed.
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Perspective from the road looking into basketball court
The basketball court is separated from the road by landform to hide the unattractiveness
of a large asphalted area.

Community Garden
The community gardens provide a place for kids to learn the basics of farming.
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Section Perspective of Basketball Court
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Mill Area
After assessing all of the information from the Open Space and Recreation Plan,
Hatfield’s Master Plan for the Twentieth Century, and attending the town greenway
workshop we were able to get a good understanding of Hatfield’s wants and needs. The
Mill Area was selected to be one of five focus areas which were researched more
extensively and then redesigned to make it reach its full potential. The Mill Area is
located off of Prospect Street with Bridge Street and School Street running through the
area. The area also has several historical elements within it including the Shattuck Gun &
Machine Shop – Riley Grist Mill which is currently being used as a bed and breakfast,
The Old Prospect Street Bridge which is currently closed, The D.F. Riley Grist Mill Dam
which is currently not structurally stable, and The Ryan Building which is currently The
Double B Neighborhood Bar and Grill.

(Community Park)

(Old Prospect Street Bridge)

( Entrance to Bridge)

(MillRiver)

(Historical Old Mill)

(Historical Ryan Building)
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The Mill Area’s rich historical background gives it a unique character which is
currently underutilized. Other key features of the area are the Mill River and a half acre
community park. The Mill River is rich with scenic views and is home to six endangered
species of muscles and has the potential to be used recreationally. The community park
currently is much underutilized and could be transformed into a space providing the
community with a recreational space and leisure area.

The proposal for this area takes advantage of its impressive scenic views, and
historical character by implementing a pedestrian and bicycle trail through the
community park, along the Historical Mill, across the bridge, and then allows users to
move either down Prospect Ct. or down to the Mill Rivers edge.
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The community park will be renamed as The Mill Gardens and will contain a large open
space for recreational use, a seating wall for pedestrians or bicyclists to rest on and a
gazebo which could hold small gatherings.

(Mill Gardens incorporates signage for the Historical Mill Area into the design and also
provides the community with a large recreational space.)
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(Plantings and landform behind the seating wall will create a more comfortable sitting
experience and make the space more aesthetically appealing.
Across from The Mill Gardens is the Historical Mill which has beautiful architecture and
is currently a Bed and Breakfast. People staying at the bed and breakfast will also be able
to take full advantage of the Mill Gardens and the trails that move through the area.

( View of Mill Gardens from Old Mill on the Falls Bed and Breakfast.)
The design proposes that the Old Prospect Street Bridge be restored and opened for
pedestrian and bicycle use only. Before entering the bridge from both sides there are
small gathering spaces for users.
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(Small gathering spaces before and after the bridge allows for users to gather with friends
or to rest on a seating wall before moving further along the path.)
The bridge will provide users with the scenic views of the Mill River and the dam.
Moving along the pedestrian path there are two small docks that allow for users to put
small boats into the Mill River. Parallel parking was incorporated into the design One
dock is located on the upper side of the river before the dam and the other on the lower
section of the river. The river allows boats to travel two miles in both directions.

After the docks the trails connect back onto Prospect Street where users will be able to
follow the paths to other key destinations.
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HATFIELD BIKE ROUTE
The Hatfield bike route plan would connect Hatfield to Northampton and
Whately. It would also connect directly up to the Norwottuck Rail Trail an 11 mile long
bike path that connects Northampton, Hadley and Amherst. The proposal of a bike path
that does this in Hatfield brought mixed responses from residents at a town meeting.
Some loved the idea of have a pedestrian connection to the surrounding towns and said
they would use it often. Others disapproved of such a plan stating that they would
prefer if less people from surrounding towns visited Hatfield. These residents wanted to
keep the town for themselves. These two responses helped shape and design the route
of the proposed bike route. Our proposal was careful to not expose every great aspect of
the town and allow residents to keep some of their great recreational trails secret. On
the other hand it would provide residents and visitors a safe and interesting ride through
town and create a connection to other towns. Connections to other towns are important
for economic development in the town. If more businesses open they will need more
customers and riders from other towns will help the economy. The overall plan
proposes 11 miles of bike lanes around town along with connections to Whatley and the
Norwottuck Rail Trail.
The following map shows this bike route through Hatfield. On this map it shows
many destinations for recreation, food and historic districts around town.
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The bike route is mainly designated by lanes on the road. There will be a lane in
each direction but because not all roads around town are wide enough to accommodate
these lanes there needs to be some alternatives.
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This cross section is of Elm Street. This is the basic design of the bike route
which will be implemented over the town. A minimum of four feet for each bike lane is
required. To meet this standard many of the car lanes will be reduced so that the total
width of the road is 24 feet plus the two bike lanes.

Main Street on the other hand has plenty of space for the bike route which could
create some interesting alternatives. The median between the road and existing sidewalks
has enough room for the bike lanes to leave the road and be built here.
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Resting spaces along the bike route would allow riders to park their bikes and
enjoy the town on a slower pace or rest for a bit. Also the bike route map would be found
giving riders a better understanding where they are and where they could possibly go.

Further along Main Street the exact opposite situation takes place. There isn’t a
sidewalk or wide median and the road is a narrow dangerous S curve. To accommodate
both the walker and rider a wide sidewalk will be constructed on one side of the road.
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This is a perspective showing the combined sidewalk and bike route on Main
Street along with a strong buffer from traffic to create a safe pedestrian experience.
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Conclusion
In conclusion the Hatfield Greenway Plan ties together Historical Districts, uses a
network of bike and pedestrian paths, interconnecting Hatfield with existing and
proposed trails. Recreational spaces are implemented in key focus areas. This plan
should help strengthen Hatfield’s existing character and protect its rural landscape.
Sidewalks are proposed in areas that are lacking sidewalks to provide safer walking areas
for kids leaving school, or walking to school. Loops provide scenic walking areas. We
better connected to the existing points to access the water. The bike path is the spine of
our design with capillary paths allowing you to explore Hatfield. The big overall idea
was to provide better awareness of historic areas, scenic areas, interconnecting Hatfield,
and promote more town activities.
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